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In light of  the recent commercial success of  theatrically released feature films
such as Bowling for Columbine and Spellbound, an Australian International
Documentary Conference (AIDC) session asked whether this signalled a market
shift for Australian produced feature documentary films.

A panel comprising Revelation International Film Festival Director and Dakota
Films Producer Richard Sowada; acclaimed Australian Director Dennis
O’Rourke; Barbara Truyen, Documentary Distributor, Films Transit International
of  the Netherlands and Mitchell Block, President, Direct Cinema Ltd, HBO/
Cinemax USA, discussed the ramifications for Australian filmmakers in the
Australian market. 

Australia’s small market means that those documentaries shot on Digital Video
cannot easily obtain theatrical release, as the costs of  transferring video to
35mm film for theatrical release is prohibitive. Further to this, Dennis
O’Rourke highlighted the fact that there exist only three digital theatres in the
country. At the moment, he said, the private sector is not willing to spend the
money required to refit cinemas, leaving the onus on the government to
subsidise theatres. 

Barbara Truyen commented that in the Netherlands the government had
showed such initiative and had provided facilities for digital documentaries (and
drama) to be exhibited in that country. When more digital cinemas are fitted in
Australia, O’Rourke said, there will be a paradigm shift, and many will come at
once. The panellists noted that the profile of  Australian documentaries could
only be improved with greater advertising for those films that do obtain
theatrical release.

The panellists also suggested that government bodies - the Australian Film
Commission, the Film Finance Corporation, Film Australia and the state funding
bodies - have failed to come to terms with the scale of  the expenses involved
in transferring from Digital Video to 35mm, leaving a heavy burden on the
distributors. 

As a case study, the panellists discussed My Mother India, which ran for 52
minutes and had a six month cinema life. The film delivered $2,000, which
was owed and repaid to the FFC. It generated interest in the UK and a
theatrical release in India. The film was transferred to 35mm with four prints.
The exposure from the project has given its filmmaker the opportunity of
working as Andrew Lloyd Webber‚s Associate Producer on a stage project in
India based on Bollywood. 

Another film, Much Ado About Something, was exhibited via a $5,000 DVD
projector at bowling and RSL Clubs. The film grossed $28,000 in this manner. 
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